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USoFatAlator Crack [Updated]

Body-Mass-Index is a calculation of
your body weight compared to your
height. It measures how much fat you
have compared to the amount of lean
muscle. Calculate Your BMI: Enter
your current weight, enter your height
then BMI will be calculated based on
the US Navy formula. Kilos: Enter
your current weight, enter your height
then kilos (kgs) will be calculated
based on the US Navy formula.
Approximate Body Fat Percentage:
Enter your current weight, enter your
height then body fat percentage will
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be calculated based on the US Navy
formula. Calculate Your Daily
Calorie Intake: Enter your current
weight, enter your height then the
daily calories needed to stay the same
weight, gain weight or lose weight
will be calculated based on your
approximate TDEE (Total Daily
Energy Expenditure). This is a
calculation of your BMR (Basal
Metabolic Rate) combined with how
active you consider yourself to be.
Calculate Your TDEE: Enter your
current weight, enter your height then
the daily calories needed to stay the
same weight, gain weight or lose
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weight will be calculated based on
your BMR. Anabolic Nourishment
Nutritional Values: Enter your current
weight, enter your height then the
amount of Fat, Carbohydrates and
Protein you should eat will be
calculated based on your TDEE.
Sedentary: Enter your current weight,
enter your height then the amount of
Fat, Carbohydrates and Protein you
should eat will be calculated based on
your TDEE. Daily Calorie Intake:
Enter your current weight, enter your
height then the amount of Fat,
Carbohydrates and Protein you should
eat will be calculated based on your
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TDEE. Gain Weight: Enter your
current weight, enter your height then
the amount of Fat, Carbohydrates and
Protein you should eat will be
calculated based on your TDEE. Lose
Weight: Enter your current weight,
enter your height then the amount of
Fat, Carbohydrates and Protein you
should eat will be calculated based on
your TDEE. Stay the Same Weight:
Enter your current weight, enter your
height then the amount of Fat,
Carbohydrates and Protein you should
eat will be calculated based on your
TDEE. Note: Please only enter your
correct weight. If you are below 200
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•Calculates your approximate Body
Fat Percentage •Calculates your
approximate lean weight •Calculates
your lean calorie intake per day
•Calculates your approximate body
fat usage •Calculates your
approximate daily kilocalorie usage
•Calculates your approximate body
fat usage in percentage •Calculates
your approximate lean bodyweight in
percentage •Calculates your
approximate daily kilocalorie usage in
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percentage •Calculates your
approximate body fat usage in
percentage •Calculates your
approximate lean calorie intake
•Calculates your approximate body
fat usage per day in percentage
•Calculates your approximate daily
lean kilocalorie intake •Calculates
your daily Body Fat Percentage
•Calculates your daily body fat usage
in percentage •Calculates your daily
lean weight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily Body Fat
Percentage in percentage •Calculates
your daily body fat usage in
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percentage •Calculates your daily lean
weight in percentage •Calculates your
daily lean calorie intake •Calculates
your daily Body Fat Percentage in
percentage •Calculates your daily
body fat usage in percentage
•Calculates your daily lean weight in
percentage •Calculates your daily lean
calorie intake •Calculates your daily
Body Fat Percentage in percentage
•Calculates your daily body fat usage
in percentage •Calculates your daily
lean weight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily body fat usage
in percentage •Calculates your daily
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lean bodyweight in percentage
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily body fat usage
in percentage •Calculates your daily
lean calorie intake •Calculates your
daily lean bodyweight in percentage
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
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your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your daily lean
bodyweight in percentage •Calculates
your daily lean calorie intake
•Calculates your 77a5ca646e
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USoFatAlator is an easy-to-use
application that will calculate your
body mass index, body fat and calorie
usage. BMI is calculated solely on
weight and height and the results
therefore should be taken very lightly.
A body builder with very little fat
might get the “Obese” category, this
because muscles are heavier than fat.
The USoFatAlator calculates the
approximate body fat percentage,
kilos and lean weight according to the
US Navy formula. USoFatAlator also
calculates the number of daily
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calories needed to stay the same
weight, gain weight or lose weight
based on your approximated Total
Daily Energy Expenditure (TDEE).
TDEE in turn is based on Basal
Metabolic Rate (BMR) combined
with how active you consider yourself
to be. BMR in turn is calculated based
on lean weight. Anabolic
Nourishment Nutritional values are
also shown in the stay the same
weight category. If you want a more
individual anabolic nourishment data,
as well as proposed calorie intake,
you can use the monthly target to
enter your target weight in one month
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time. Based on this, and all the other
data, your daily calorie intake is
calculated as well as what the diet
should contain in Fat, Carbohydrates
and Protein. Caution: Do not use the
recommended anabolic nutrition
values if you have any form of eating
disorder, diabetes and/or any other
medical condition that require a
special diet. Description: The
experience USoFatAlator is a
relatively new calorie calculator (at
the time of writing), but already
offers quite a few features. You can
calculate your body fat %, as well as
body mass index, from any number of
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different measurement possibilities.
In fact, your BMI results may be
displayed in metric or imperial units.
Once you enter the weight and height,
you can click a button to
automatically calculate your body fat
percentage, you can also choose to
enter these values manually. As for
the other features, you can display the
results, print or export them to a
number of different file formats, you
can even import data from other
websites like Fitday and
MyfitnessPal. The way the database
works, and the ease of use in general,
should be considered by users who’s
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body fat % is below 20. For example,
someone who’s metabolism is very
high and who has extremely low body
fat percentages, will have an
artificially low BMI in USoFatAlator.
For this reason,

What's New In?

- Calculate the best, most anabolic
nutrition plan to stay in the same or
gain weight - Calculate the best, most
anabolic nutrition plan to lose weight
- Calculate the calories needed for
daily activity - Calculate the calories
needed to maintain a given weight -
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Calculate the calories needed for
daily activity based on how active you
consider yourself - Calculate the
calories needed for daily activity
based on your Estimated Total Daily
Energy Expenditure - Calculate the
calories needed for daily activity
based on your Basal Metabolic Rate -
Calculate the calories needed for
daily activity based on your Lean
Weight - Calculate the calories
needed for daily activity based on
your Basal Metabolic Rate and your
Lean Weight - Calculate the calories
needed for daily activity based on
your Basal Metabolic Rate and your
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Lean Weight and your Target Weight
in a given month - Calculate the
calories needed for daily activity
based on your Basal Metabolic Rate
and your Lean Weight and your
Target Weight in a given month -
Display the nutritional values of any
food based on a special anabolic
nutrition scheme - Display nutritional
values of foods based on a healthy
diet and special anabolic nutrition
schemes Usage: ** Please fill in all
the values that are important to you.
** Custom values can be used in
"Target weight in a month" and in
"Calories needed for daily activity"
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** If you choose to not use the
recommended values for caloric
intake, please also fill in the
nutritional values in your "Targets"
and "Calories needed for daily
activity". ** And when calculating the
calories needed for daily activity,
please use the 'Calories needed for
daily activity' field, as we calculate
your Daily Activity Energy
Expenditure (DAEE) ourselves. ** If
you use the 'Calories needed for daily
activity based on lean weight' option,
the values you enter for target weight
and lean weight will also be used to
calculate your DAEE. ** If you use
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the 'Calories needed for daily activity
based on estimated TDEE' option, the
values you enter for target weight and
estimated TDEE will also be used to
calculate your DAEE. ** If you use
the 'Calories needed for daily activity
based on estimated TDEE' option and
also choose to calculate the calories
needed for daily activity based on
estimated TDEE, your values for
target weight and estimated TDEE
will also be used to calculate your
DAEE. ** In all cases, enter your
own target weight in the field 'Target
weight in a month' and/or 'Calories
needed for daily activity'. ** When
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calculating your TDEE, please use the
'Calories needed for daily activity
based on estimated TDEE' field. This
includes the use of the values entered
for target weight, lean weight and
your estimated TDEE. ** When
calculating your DAEE
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System Requirements:

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10: Multi
core CPU, 2GB RAM. Windows
Server 2003: Multi core CPU, 2GB
RAM, x86-compatible CPU.
Windows Server 2008: Multi core
CPU, 2GB RAM, x86-compatible
CPU. Mac OS X 10.3 or later. Mac
OS X Server 4 or later. Mac OS X
10.4 or later. Linux: any of the
following distributions: * Red Hat
Enterprise Linux version 3 or later *
SUSE
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